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Decisio,n No.. 86826 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COI~~SSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of PACIFIC GAS AND 
ELEC,TRIC COM? ANY for Authority 
to Increase its Electric Rates 
and Charges in Accordance with 
the Energy Cost Adjustment 
Clause Included in its Electric 
Tariff'. . 
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Application No. 56810 
(Filed October 14, 1976) 

Malcolm H .. Furbush, Robert Ohlbach, and Ker:nit R. 
Kubitz, Attorneys at Law, for Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company, applicant .. 

Sylvia M. Siesel, for Toward Utility P~te 
~or.6a1izat~on (TURN) and herself, protestants .. 

Norman t.. Codd, for Southern California Edison 
Company, interested party. 

Peter Arth
f 

Jr .. , Attorney at Law, and ~ona1d L .. 
Houck, or ~he Commission staff. 

OPINION _ ........ ...., ... ..., ..... 
Statement of Facts 

As a consequence of growing Co~ssion concerns after three 
years· experience with elec~ric utility fuel cost adjustment (rca) 
tariff provisions,1I the Commission on its own motion in March 1975 

!I The rca tariff' previsions allowed electric utilities to 
arithmetically add an adjustment (the billing factor), adjusted 
quarterly, to their rates in order to provide for increases and 
d.ecreases in the cost of fossil fuel. These billing factors were 
computed on a future average-year forecast, and were pre:ised 
upon the objective that what woulc. be generated would be a do·l1ar
for-dollar reimbursement for the increased cost of fossil fuel 
to be expected in the forecast period. After three years 
operations, however, it developed that some utilities "th:-ough 
these procedures had been able to acquire revenues which 
significantly exceeded £ossi1 fuel costs actually incurred. 
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opened an investigation to review the fca procedure to determine 
what changes, if any, should be made.~ After extensive hearing 
held at various locations in the state, the Commission, insofa,r 
as is relevant here, concluded that it would be in the public 
interest to revise the procedure and include fuel costs for nuclear 
and geothermal energy, as well as the cost of purchased power, but 
to exclude utility-owned hydroelectriC power, thus including all 
external energy source costs in a new fuel clause. The CommiSSion 
further determined that its new offset procedure, to be known 
as the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (BeAC), would be based upon 
actual recorded energy costs rathe: than the average-year forecast 
basis previously used. 

Accordingly, by Decision No. $5731 dated April 26, 1976 in 
Case No. 9886, each major electric utility under Commission 
jurisdiction was directed to file a sample ECAC with the Commission. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) complied, and by Resolution 
No. E-1559 dated May 4, 1976, the CommiSSion authorized the PG&E 
ECAC for inclUSion in PG&E's Electric ta.~ff to be effective that 
date. In general terms, the volumes of fuel an.d energy actually 
purchased, consumed,. and sold during a twelve-month calendar periodll 

~ OIl, Case No. 98$6 dated ~~ch 18, 1975. 

l! The 12-month period is that ending at the end of the :onth 
prior to the month in which the £i1inE date occurs. 
The volumes of gas and of each type 01 oil :md coal fuel, if a."lY, 
used for electric energy, and the volume of geothermal and 
nuclear production in the record period is multiplied by the 
current price of each and added to the total recorded cost of 
purchased power in th.e record. period to compute the eurrent total 
amount to be used in establishing the Offset rate. 
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are used i~ computation of the energy cost adjustment (ECA) rate. 
By DeciSion No. 8596a dated June 15, 1976 in Application No. 56160, 
PG&E obtained authority from the Commission to make its first energy 
cost adjustment under the new ECAC procedure. 

By this application PG&E requests authority to increase its 
electric rates and charges effective January 1, 1977 under the ECAC 
included in its electric tariff. This application constitutes 
the second fuel energy cost adjustment applicable to PG&E under the 
ECAC procedure. It is PG&£'s assertion in this application that the 
ECAC proviSions of its tariff would justify a revenue increase for 
the six-month period Janua.-y 1, 1977 through June 30, 1977 of 
Sl$S,406,000,a 22.9 percent increase, which spread to jurisdictional 
sales excluding lifeline usage would result in a 0.$56 cent per 
kilowatt-hour increase, and would change the adjustment rate under 
the ECAC procedure to SO.01672 per kilowatt-hour in all rate 
schedules and applicable contracts excluding lifeline_~ 

However, because of certain unique aspects in the present 
overall situation, and in the interest of establishing a more stable 
ECAC rate level, PG&E in the alternate has conditionally proposed, 
and subject to those conditio=s, requests approval of a revenue 
increase of $144,386,000, a 17.6 percent increase, for the six-month 
period J~~uary 1, 1977 through June 30, 1977. This revenue increase y 

~ After noting an amendment by the Federal Power Commission to its 
order granting El Paso Natural Gas Company a rate change to 
reflect the new nationwide price of gas, which rate PG&E had 
filed to track, at the hearing PG&E a~ende~ its application down
ward as pertains to the full revenue adju$t~ent assertedly 
justifiable under the ECAC procedure to $1$7,746,000. This 
revised amount would result in a 22.$ percent increase, which 
spread to jurisdictional sales exclusive of lifeline would require 
a $0.00853 per kwh increase bringing the adjusted rate to 
$0.01669 per kwh in all rate schedules and applicable 
contracts exc:uding lifeline. 
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spread to jurisdictional sales exclusive of lifeline, would result 
in an 0.656 cent per kilowatt-hour increase, bringing the 
adjustment rate under the ECAC to 50.01472 per kilowat~-hour 
in all rate schedules and applicable contracts excluding lifeline. 
No increase was proposed for lifeline usage. The conditions attached 
~o PG&E's alternate proposal of a lower EeAC adjustmen~ are 
that (1) the PG&E proposal for a lower revenue adjustment be 
applicable only to the January 1, 1977 adjustment, (2) the ECAC 
adjustment must become effective January 1, 1977, and (3) the full 
adjustment amount to which PG&E would be entitled under the BCAC 
provisions will be recovered by including in the balancing account 
all amounts not recovered under PG&E's proposed lower ECAC amount.£! 

The unique aspects behind PG&E's proposal are found in 
these facts. The twelve-month recorded period upon which PG&E's 
first EeAC rate (authorized by Decision No. 8596$ dated Ju.~e15, 
1976 ,in Application No. 56160) was based reflected above average 
PG&E hydroelectric generation, whereas the actual period from April 1, 
1976 through Septemoer 30, 1976, that the BeAC has been in effect 

If the Commission were to reject PG&E's proposal conditions, 
PG&E requested that the full adjustment provided for by the 
ECAC be authorized. . 

In ~his manner the full amount would be recovered by amortization 
of amounts in the balancing account under the BCAC procedure_ 
There was one further condition listed in PG&E's application 
(filed October 14, 1976), namely, that interest at an annual 
7 percent rate be maintained on the balancing account. However, 
this condition was rendered moot in that the Com=ission on 
October 13, 1976 issued Decision No. S64S4 which contained ~ 
supplemental order to DeciSion No. 85731, providing for 7 
percent interest on the balancing account" debit or credit. 
B7 Ad\~ce Letter filing No. 55J-E filed November 2, 1976,' ?G&E 
a~ended its tariff to provide for interest at the rate of 7/12 
percent per month on the balancing account. 
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registered the driest period in PG&E's experience, resulting in only 
2/3 of the hydroelectric generation included in the above referenced 
first ECAC rate considerations, with consequent significantly 
increased fossil fuel generation. In addition, there were significant 
increases in the costs of natural gas used for electric generation 
over those included in the first BCAC rate. PG&E's actual fuel 
costs during the April l, 1976 through September 30, 1976 period 
covered by the first ECAC rate consequently were significantly 
higher than the actual offset revenue generated by the first BCAC 
rate. The difference is included in the balancing account to be 
amortized by the proposed January 1, 1977 ECAC adjustment. Finallj, 
additional increases in the price of natural gas '~~ch ~ll be 
incurred on or before January 1, 1977, f~her increase PG&E's current 
cost of gas, which, reflected in the January 1, 1977 ECAC adjustment, 
further increases that rate level. 

A duly noticed public hearing was held in San Francisco 
on November 29 and 30, 1976 before Examiner John B. Weiss. Three 
letters in opposition to the application were received from consuoers. ~ 
There was no public attendance at the hearing beyond the 
appearance made by a representative of Toward Utility Rate Normaliza
tion (TURN) the first day. TU&~ objected to lack of individual 
consumer notice, contending that newspaper and public notice 
procedures were inadeqUate.1! The ex~ner adjourned proceedings 

11 In its essence this a.pplication is an offset· proceeding and 
therefore does not require individual customer notice, whether by 
prepaid postage or by the bill enclosure notice. This latter 
individual customer procedure is required for application 
proceedings for " ••• other than an increase reflecting and passing 
through to customers only increased costs to the corporation ••• " 
(See Rule 24 of Commission Rules of Practice ~~d Procedure.) 
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at noon the first day to permit parties to use the balance of the 
day to review the staff exhibit placed into evidonce. At the st3rt 
of the second hearing day, TU~~ requested permission to withdraw 
from further participation in the matter, voicing strong objection 
in particular to the ECAC procedure.~ After discussion, the 
eXaminer permitted TURN to withdraw from further pa~icipation. 

Subsequently on the second day, the staff testified as to 
conclusions it reached from its detailed investigation into the 
application, including statementc as to its veri~ication of energy 
expenses incurred by PG&E in the record period as well as the 
reasonableness of the fuel and energy prices stated by PG&E. vath 
reference to the full amount of any increase justifiable under the 
ECAC procedure, the start concluded that $1$7,085,000, a slightly 
lesser amount than that assertiec. by ?G&E, would be justifiable as 

reflecting only the effect of increased fuel and power costs to 
PG&E for electricity furnished to its customers. The staff am ved at. 

this lesser amount based upon adjustments derived from its 

g( In relevant part the TURN representative stated: 
ttl filed ~~ appearance yesterday in the belief that there 
would be some point in cross-examining sts!£ and company 
witnesses to achieve mitigation of this monumental rate 
increase request. I can see now that this is nothing more 
than a pro forma hearing and an automatic increase will issue 
to the company; that the staff is constrained by time and 
other effects around the CommiSSion; that there was not the 
kind of thorough going review that I would enviSion is 
required for a mont.mlental increase of t.his kind ••• " 

Also: 
"And I 'think it is absolutely futile to participate in this 
kind of a proceeding. I think it is a rubber stamping; it 
is a pro forma hearing, and there is no point in wasting rtry 
time. I have an enormous amount of work to do, and I can 
do it better--turn my attention to other activities that 
are required before the Commission where there is some hope 
of . mitigation. I see none whatsoever here. I think it is an 
auto~atic procedure, and I for one was hopeful that automatic 
procedures went out with the last Co~ssion, but I guess· they 
havenft." 
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investigation. These adjustments inclu~ed suspension at this time 
or any accrual of reserves to cover reprocessing costs for nuclear 
fuel, and salvage credits for uranium ~~d plutonium; correction of 
a minor arithmetical error in the quantity of Btu's burned in 

conventional steam plants; and the staff's estimate (sustained by 

subsequent developments) on final increases to be accepted oy the 
Commission in certain subsequent offset proceedings which affect 
the current price of gas. 

Following its review or PG&E's work papers and accounting 
records, the staff noted its satisfaction that, as oreered by 
DeciSion No. 85968 dated June 15, 1976 in Application No. 56160, 
PG&E had removed the $2,125,000 idle tanker charge from inventory 
and had debited it to fuel expense.21 

After setting forth its recocmendations regarding 
the justifiable full ECAC adjustment, the staff also 
recommended to the Commission adoption of the lesser increase of 
$144,386,000, and an ECAC adjustment rate of 0.01472 cents per 
kilowatt-hour, as alternately and conditionally proposed by ?G&E, 
for the six-month period January 1, 1977 through June 30, 1977. 

Section 739 (b) of the Public Utilities Code, as relevant 
here, provides: "The Commission shall authorize no increase in the 
lifeline rate u.~til the average system rate in cents per kilowatt
hour or cents per therm increased 25 percen~ or more over the 
January 1, 1976 level." At present rates, PG&E's average system 
rate is 12.52 percent bigher than its January 1, 1976 average system 
rate. The $144,386,000 increase proposed here would put PG&E's 
average system rate 32.8 percent above its January 1, 1976 average 
system rate, thus going beyond existing lifeline guidelines. PG&E 

2! See Ordering Paragraph 6 relating to Finding 6 in that decision. 
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proposes spreading this entire $1~,3e6,oOO increase over 
jurisdictional sal~s, excluding lifeline usage. On t~e other hand, 
the staff, as ~~ alternative, proposes spreading the increase in 
two segments: the first segment to be spread over the jurisdictional 
sales excluding lifeline to bring the average system rate up to 
25 percent above the January 1, 1976 average system rate level; and 
the second segment, co:nprising the remainder of the increases- to be 
spread over the entire jurisdictional sales including lifeline usage. 

In Decision No. S596S we reouested the staff to recommend ... 
the most efficient method of reviewing the reasonableness of prices 
paid by utilities for fuel and energy purchases at future ECAC 
hearings. In compliance the staff submitted its recommendation of 
an appropriate procedure which we are urged to adopt. It details an 
~~al~ical review for application to the annual reports on 
reasonableness of fuel and energy purchases which by that decision 
we also re~uired. In compliance ~flith this latter requirement, 
PG&E on August 12, 1976 filed its report detailing activities in 
1975 and 1976 conc~rning fossil fuel use, the company's oil 
procurement program, Federal Energy Administration price regulatiOns, 
oil purchases and price comparisons, nuclear fuel costs, geothermaJ. 
steam prices and purchased power costs. After application of its 
recommended analysis procedures to the August 1976 PG&E report, the 
staff here reported its conclusion that the prices paid by PG&E for 
fuel and energy in the 1975-1976 report period were reasonable under 
all the circumstances. involved. 
Discussion 

In this proceeding we must determine the full amount of 
the ECAC Adjustment Rate which could be justified under the BCAC 
procedure for January 1, 1977; th~ amount which will be ~ade effective 
that date, and how to spread that amount with regard to li£eline 
considerations; the amount of the ~uel Collection Balance, and 
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the Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment Rate to be applicable 
January 1, 1977, and the acceptability of the staff recommenced 
review list to be used in reviewing the reasonableness of prices 
paid by PG&E for fuel and energy pu:::-chases as applicable to ECAC 
hearings. 

By the terms of the ECAC set forth in PG&E's tar1!f,lO/ 
its ECA rate to be effective J~~uary 1, 1977 ~st be det~~ned on 
the basis of historical data, data based in this instance upon the 
twelve-month record period which ended September 30, 1976. The 
ECA rate is the sum of the Offset Rate and the Balancing Rate, each 
adjusted for franchise and uncollectible accou.~ts expense. In turn, 
the Offset Rate is the quotient of the current cost of fuel ~~d 
purchased energy less sales to the Depar-~ent of Water Resources 
divided by the record period kwh of zales, and then less the base 
weighted rate for fuel and purchased energy. 

Both PG&E and the staff submitted exhibits showing 
calculation of the current cost of fuel and purchased energy. A 
comparison of these ealculations is set forth in Table I, CURRENT 
COST - FUEL AND PURCHASED ENERGY, below. PG&E and the staff differ 
in three instances: 

1. The unit price of gas of 203.64.¢/million Btu used by PG&E 
in its Calculation. 

2. !nclusio~ of accrual reserves for reprocessing uranium. 
3. A minor arithmetical error in calculation by PCi&E of 

the quantity of Btu'S burned in conventional steam plants 
of residual oil. 
The unit price of 203 .. 64.¢/million Btu used by PG&:E was 

contingent upon Commission approval of two filings before the 
Commission, one for a 3.1l¢!million Btu increase and the second for 
a 9 .. 4,4.¢/million Btu increase.. The:3 .ll¢/million Btu increase was 

10/ See Part B - Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) in PG&E 
tariff, Revised Cal. P.U.C. Sheets Nos. 6336-E, 61$9-E, 
6337-E, and 633$-E .. 
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reques~ed by Advice Letter No. 826-c, an increase rejected by this 
Commission following adverse Federal Power Commission action on the 
underlying El Paso filing with the FPC which was being tracked by 

PG&E. In its place PG&E then filed Advice Letter No. $32-G seeking 
a 3.57¢/million Btu increase to be effective Dece:nber 1, 1976. This 
in turn was subsequently amended to 2.43¢/million Btu by Advice 
Letter No. $32-G (Supplemental). The sup?le~ental filing received 
Commis~ion sanction in Resolution No. G-19S4 dated November 30, 1976, 
although it is subject to potential revision in the event the Federal 
Power Commission should require a di~£erent rate schedule or effective 
date.. The second contingent inerement relied upon by PG&E in 
reaching their 203.64¢/million Btu unit price for gas - the 9.44¢/ 
million Btu proposal - was authorized October 14, 1976 by Decision 
No. 86341 with an effective date of January 1, 1977. 

On the other h~~d the $ta!f~ in preparing its computation 
for presentation at the hearing had the benefit of knowing that the 
9.44¢/million Btu request had been approved, and in addition correctly 
foresaw COmmiSSion approval of the 2.43¢/million Btu reflected in 

the su:pp1emental PG&E tiling. Accordingly, the st3££ use ot 
202.96¢/million Btu is correct and will be adopted.111 

At present PG&E operates a s~l nuclear facility at 
Humboldt Bay. Its nuclear rue~ 'assemblies are so designed that a 
part of the core's fuel ~sembly is replaced each year. At 
Humboldt Bay roughly 1/4 of the core is replaced annually- A portion 
of the total cost of each' group of assemblies less expected resic::.tal 
uraniU!'!l value at the end of ~he fuel cycle is amortized by PG&E to 

On November 12, 1976 PG&E filed Applicat.ions Nos. 56392 
Supplemental ~~d 56393 Supplemental seeking a total additional 
increase in the unit price of gas of 12.90¢/million Btu to 
become effective January 1, 1977. Those matters are set tor 
hearing early in January 1977 and that increaze is not 
reflected in the instant ECAC filing. 
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expense each month. After a fuel assembly is removed ~ro~ the 
reactor it remains at the plant for cooling off before reprocessing 
can take place Consistent with the provisions of the Unifo~ 
System of Accounts, at time of the hearing PG&E was accruing a 
reserve for the reprocessing of the Huoboldt Bay nuclear fuel, and 
was expensing nuclear fuel tor the reactor on the basis of recovering 
the value of residual uraniu: from spent fuel, as well as accumulating 
credits for estimated eventual plutonium recovery (the purpose of 
reprocessing is to remove usable uranium and certain 'by-products 
such as plutonium from spent fuel and to prepare the remaining /' 
radioactive waste product

6
$ t/or permanent disposal). These es/~~ted . 

reserves account for 0.1 3¢ kwh Btu out of the total 0.3~3¢ 
kwh Btu nuclear steam plant unit price used by PG&E in arriving 
at the current cost of £uel and purchased energy. However, at 
present unresolved issues relating to the entire reprocessiDg cycle 
make uncertain at best any estimates of the actual costs which 
eventually will evolve. Accordingly the staff proposed suspension 
at this time of any accrual for reprocessing costs. In that the 
impact of suspension at this time would be ~nima1 we will adopt the 
staff's view. We recognize that there are indeed some costs involved 
at Humb~ldt Bay, an~ that once nuclear generation from Diablo Units 
1 and 2 is available, the costs involved i~ the reprocessing cycle 
become significant. Therefore, for purposes of this ECAC, we will 
allow O.lSO¢/million Btu as the unit price to oe used, and will leave 
to future ECAC proceedings further consideration of accruals for the 
reprocessing cycle costs in !!ucle.ar £'acili ties. 

The final Table! difference between PG&E's and the staff's 
calculations involves a minor arithmetical error :ade by PG&E in the 
'lnit price applicable to conventional residual oil steam plants. As 

corrected we adopt the staff figure of 217.9S3¢/million Btu's. 
With reference to the following comparison, TABLE I, 

CURRENT COST - FUEL AND PURCHASED E~LRGY, we adopt the staff' 
calculation of the current cost, $$$8,.436,000. 
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TABLE I 

CURREUt oosr - FUFL &. PURCHASED 1il~ 

Record Periods 12 mos. ending 9/30/76 ~evision Datel 1/1/77 

ro&E staff 

Billions of ¢/Mi11ion Btu Cost in 
Btu or Qwh or ¢/K~h Thousands 

Di1lions of ¢/Hillion Btu Cost in 
Btu or Gwh --2r' ,!/Kwh Thousand~ 

Conventional Stea~ 
Plants. Inoluding 
Refineryf 

Gas 213.301 
Oll-Residual 137.730 
Oll-Dist.illate -1£! 

Subtotal 351,798 

Geothermal steam Pl~nts 3.75S 

tuclear Stearn Plants 326 

Pu~hased EleQtric Energy 
Pre-oporative Generation 

Charged to Expenso 
Current. Cost. of Fuel and 

Purchased Energy 

!P 
• VI" 

~ 
if 
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From this we proceed to determination of the Offset Rate~ 
setting forth in Table II, OFFSET RATE, below, a comparison of t.he 
PG&E and staff computations. These track, except for the difference 
in the current. cost of fuel and purchased energy carried forward 
from Table II. We adopt 1-344¢/kWh as the Offset Rate applicable 

to nonli£eline.sales-
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TABLE II 

OFFSEt' RATE (derivation) - -
Record Pe~r 12 mos. ending 9/30/76 Revision D~~flr 1/1/11 

IG!£E Stafr 
Million Amount in Million-irnount. in 
_r,,!L, Tl]ousands CentsLKwh Kwh Thousands 

CurNnt Cost of Fuel 
and Purchased Ene~ 55,691 $B90.763 55,697 $8GG,436 
Less Sales to Dept.. '''aler Resources 11~"2 ~1/!1J. ,1 1M2 !J..4?1 

Net. for Fuel and Purchased Energy 54,255 tlSb.Z90 1.634 54,255 883,963 

Less: Base Weighted Rate fyr)FUel 
end Purchased E'llergy a O.4~ 

Total Sales Subject to Offset. Rate 51,707 633,928 1.226 51,707 6)1,342 
L9sS Lifeline Residential Sales 

and Net. Revenue Therefrom 8.~6~ -2Q.rOO~ 0.~91, ~,"61 ~..1..~ 
Offset Rate App1icablo to 

43.246 Nonlifeline Sales 43.2/.1 5~,923 1.350 581,3'37 --
(a) Seo Part D - ~nor,gy Cost Adjustment. Cl&usc (ECAO) 

In FG&E tarifr, Revised Cal.P.U.O. Sheet No. 6'J36-E. 

Cents/Kwh 

1.629 

O.tt~ 

1.221 

0.591 

1.)44 

;p 
• Vl 
0--

~ 
if 

e 
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PC&E re?orted the Electric Energy Cost Ad.jUStment Balance 

as of September 30, 1976 to be $133,313,169.43. However, in its 

investigation the staff discovered errors in applica."l.t's computations 
to the effect that the bala.""l.ce is overstated 'by $537,0$3. PG&E 
has agreed to correct for this 'balance overstatement in its November 
1976 entries, which in turn will reflect in the next ECAC adjustment 
to ~e cfl'eet.:1.vo July 1, 1977.12/ Accordingly, w;h';c procooded u.eing 

the full $133,313,169.43 for purposes of this proceeding. 
The BalanCing Rate formula set forth in PG&E's tariff1;! 

provid.es that the Bala:'lcing Rate per kwh equals the quotient of -ehe 
September 30, 1976 balance in the Electric Energy Cost Adjustment 
Account divided by the number of kilowatt-hours of applicable 
jurisdictional sales in the l2-month record period ending 
September 30, 1976. As set forth in Table III, BALANCING RATE,. 
below, the rate is O.30S¢/kWh. 

The net e£fect of this overstatement, were it t~ be co~eceed 
here, would be to result in a Bala."'lcing Rate of O.307¢/k'(/r. 
which, carried through the Adju$t~ent Rate formula, would L"l. 
turn result in an ECAC Adjus-ement Rate of 1.66$¢/kwh for the 
staff's recommendation of the full justifiable rate. In view 
of what i'ollows~ however, we will adopt the st-aff approach 
to tho correction. 
See Part B - Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (BCAC) ~"l. ?G&E 
tariff, Revised Cal.?~U.C. Sheet No. 6337-E. 
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TABLE III 
BALA.~CING RATE 

Reco,rd, Period: 12 mos. ending 9/-;'0/76 

Energy Cos~ A~justment Acct. 
Balance as of 9/30/76 

Record Perioe Applicable 
Jurisdictional Nonlifelinc Sales 

BalanCing Rate 

Revision Da.te: l/1/77 

$4>,246 gwh 

O .. }OS¢/kwh 

Adjus~ing both the Offset Rate and the Balancing P~te for 
franchises and ~~co11ectiblcs, ~~d then adding the two adjusted rate~ 
as provided in the ECAC formula, as set out by Table TV, A.DJtJ'SOO~1:' 

RA TE, we arrive at a comparison by PG&E and the staff 0 f ~he full 

January 1, 1977 ECAC Adjustment Rate justifiable ~~der the ECAC 
formula. For reasons set forth earlier, we aeopt the staff 
computations, and de~ermL~e 1.666¢/kwh as the full ECAC Adjustmen~ 
Rate which can be justified for January 1,. 1977 .. 
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ADJUSTI0T RATE 

Record period: 12 :lOG. endi.."lg 9/30/76 

A~ Adju~tment PAte for lifeline Sales 

ortset Rate 
ort~et Rate adjusted. tor Franchises 

and Uncolleetibles 

B. Balancing Rate 
Balancing Rate adjueted for 

Franchises and Uncolleetibles 

F\:ll ECAC Adjustment Rate -
Lifeline Sales 

B. Adt~uztment PAte for Nonlifeline Sales 

Oi'i'oet Rate 
Otf~et Rate adjusted tor Franchises 

and Uncolleet1b1es 

Bala.."'leing Rate 
Balancing Rate adjusted tor 
Franehi~e~ and Uneolleetible~ 

Full ECAC Adjustment Rate -
Nonliteline Sal~s 

Revi~ion Dn.t.o: 111/77 

Stafr· 

0.591 0.591 

0.591 0.591 

O.591¢/kwh O.5£l¢/~Jb 

1.350 1.344 

1.361 1.355 
0.30e 0.308 

0.:311 0.311 

1.672e/kWn 1.666¢/kw"n 

Having determined the f~l rate justified we are nonetheless 
in full agreement for the :easons sta:ted earlier with the joint 
recommendation of PG&E ~~d the staff to adopt the lesser rate of 
1.472¢/kwh as the ECAC adjustment rate for the period J anu~ 1, 1977 
through June 30, 1977. This lesser rate of 1 .. 472¢/kwh, which we 
adopt, will produce a 0.656¢/kwh L~crease which will produce additional 
estimated revenue in the amount of $14,4,386,000. The d1!"ferenee 

between the $187,085,000 found justifiable, and the $144,386,000 
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adopted~ is $42,699,000. l'Te , ... 111 authorize PG&E to add any such 

difference, as 1s actually real!zed~ as Ascociated Jurisdictional 
Expense to the Electric Energy Cost Adjustment Account tor recovery 
in future balancing rates. There it will ~e su~Ject to the 7 
percent per annum interest provisions applicable to that account. 

TABLE V 

ADJUSTMENT RATE STJ?1MARY 
Record Period: 12 mos. ending 9/30/76 

PG&E 

ReVision Date: 1/1/77 

Full ECAC Adjust:ent Rat~ 
Present ECAC Adjustment 

Rate 
Increase justifiable by 

this ECAC 
PG&E Application~ this 

ECAC 
Unrecovered ~y this 

Application 
Estimated amount, which if 

realized, will be added 
as Associated Juisdietional 
Exp¢n$c to tho Electric Energy' 
CQst Adjustment Acco~t tor 
recove17 in !'uture ~eing 
lhtes: 

a: I kW!'l 'l'hou::.ancts 

1. i=i7~ :t 

.816 

.356 188,406 

.. 656 14~,386 

.200 -;$ 44,020 

starr 
e/kwh Thousands 

1.i=i66 $ 

.. 816 

.850 187,085 

.656 -1.~~,386 

.194 $ 42,699 

We next addrezs the matter of the Fuel Collect!on Sal~nce 
Adjustment Rate. ?G&E and the stafr propose no change ·in th~ ex1stin5 
rate, based upon experience in the Apri1-Septe~ber 1976 record period. 
vle agree with their conclusions and will reta!.n the :ninuc O.t.)42¢/kwh 

r&tedesigned to amortize out the earlier overcollcctions. Rcten~ion 
of this rate ~~ll result in an estimated reduc~ion in consumer's 
oills, and commensurate decrease in PG&£'s net revenue, of $21,748,000 
on an annual baSis. 
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TABLE VI 

FUEL COLLECTION BALANCE ADJUS~~~~ RATF. 

Record Period: 12 mos. ending 9/30/76 

Fuel Collection Balance 3/31/76 
Plus Interest @ 7/12 Percent 

-per Month 
Less FCBA Revenue Credit 

4/1 - 9/30/76 
Net to be Amortized as or 1/1171 
1971 ~~ortization Amount 12/32 of 

$57 ~994 
Applicable Record Period Sales 

Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment 
Rate 

Revision Date: 1/1/71 

Thousands or Dollars 

$61,929 

2,126 

6 061 
$57~991i 

21,148 
51,701 gwh 

o • 042 ¢/k" .... h 

D~crca$ed Annual Revenue $21,148 
The increased revenue which the adoptecl 1.412¢/kwb ECAC 

adjust~ent rate will generate will serve to bring the aver~ge system 
rate for PG&E's Electric Departr.en~ to 32.8 percent above the 
January 1, 1976 average system rate for the utility, thereby bringing 
up the issue as to hO"1l it should be handled under the r,aller-~1arren 
Energy Lifeline Act. That Act required establishment of a lifeline 
quantity of electricity for residential eons~~ers, and that the price 
of that 11fe11ne quantity must :'lot become greate:- than its price 
on January 1, 1976 until the average sy~tem :-atc for the utility 
becomes more than 25 percent greater than the average system rate 
on January 1, 1976. The starr computes PG&E's average zystem 
electricity rate on January 1, 1916 to be O.02S89¢/~Ah. ~1s 

inc~ease, on top or prev10us increments in 197o, will serve to bring 
t!J.e averaa;e system rate to O.03438e/kwh .. 
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In r~1iller-!,.<larren, after concluding ~~"lat light and heat 
are "basic human rights", ana. that basic minimum qu.ant1t~es must 'be 
made available to all people at low cost, and noting that existing 
rate :tructures penalized small users and encouraged wastefulnezs 
by large users, the Legislature in essence froze the rates - in 
this instance of electricity - for basic amounts to small residential 
consumers for an interim period until the ~verage systemr~te 
increased a prescribed a~ount. While the Legislature has not 
described. ~rhat occurs after t!le limited perimeters or r~ller-~larren 
are reached, it is clear that it was a legislative intention to 
make the relative rate cost burdens mor~ fair to all parti~z b~ 
narrowing dO'#n the rate spreads. T~e ~egislature placed the burden 
of paying for immediate increasing costs and taxes during an interim 
periOd, and of spearheading conservation, upon the larger users. 
Furthermore, by directing this Commission to re?ort ~aek to the 
Legislature in Janua.~ 1917 on the effect the act has had on rates 
and costs to users and utilities> at least inferentially, it would 
appear clear that the legislative concerns were not transitory~ or 
that its remedial prescription necezsar1ly a one-shot dozage. Rather 
it would appear a clear intention to reassess the problem vis-a-ViS 
the interim prescription before proceeding further with possibly 
more permanent solutions. 

This Commission in Case No. 9988 has opened an investi
gation concerning lifeline rates> and we believe that it would be 
both premature and a breach of faith with the thrust of Miller-Warren 
to attempt any interim restructuring remedies here based upon the 
l1m1tecl participation, testimony, a.nd evid.ence presented 'herein. 
While the staft is to be com."l'J.cnded for suggesting alter!'latives for 
our consideration we note that there will be another ECAC adjustment 
errective July 1, 1977 at which time we will have the benefit of 
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our other investigative proceeding 1n determining appropriate methods 
for spreading rate increases after the 25 percent di!ferentia1 
has been reached.. Therefore, we will exclude lifeline from 
participation in this increase.. Accordingly, the ECAC increased 
revenue, ·spread to jurisdictional sales, excluding lifeline usage, 
results in a O .. 6S6¢/kwh increase ~~d the effect on classes is as 
follows: 

Cla~s of Service 

Residential 
Small Lig.~t and POi';er 

r1edium Light and Power 

Large Light a.~d Power 
Agricultural 
Street Lighting 
P.a11way 

Interdepartmental 
Total 

The ECAC factor in lifeline rates 
(came as it is now). 

January 1 - June 30, 1977 
Revenues Percent 

0 33,699,000 
13,,664,.000 
42,352,000 
41,852,000 
10,031,000 
1,502,000 

833,.000 
45S .. 000 

$144,386,000 
will be reta!ned 

-2l-
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10.6 
14.1 
21.~ 

27.9 
22.1 
11.6 
33.1 
22.0 -
17.6 
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. 
Lastly, we turn our attention to the respo~se or the 

staff to our request in Decision No. 85968 for a recommended "most 
efficient method" of reviewing the reasonableness of prices paid 
by utilities for fuel and energy purchases. The staft recommendation 
of such an app~opriate procedure is to suggest an analysis of the 
utility's purchases over each applicable prior record year in 

order to determine if the actions of the utility were prudent. A 
list of items to be reviewed, according to the staff recommendation~ 
is attached' hereto as Appendix. A. The staff used. this analytical 
approach in its investigation leading 't¢. this EOAC procee~g and 
reported accordingly. 

Insofar as PG&E's oil procurement program in the record 
period is concerned, the staff reviewed the utility's report 
submitted August 12, 1976 and spot checked actual prices paid with 
contractual prices and spot purchase prices. In its report PG&E 
submitted comparisons of average prices paid by.PG&E ~~d other 
utilities for fuel oil since January 1975, which prices the stafr 
concluded tend to compare favorably to the prices paid by other 
utilities. This staff conclusion waS reached after careful scrutiny 
of the differing cost and reporting characteristics of the various 
utilities. It must be considered that where a utility has a 
number of both foreign and domestic source suppliers, average 
price comparisons obviously can be misleacing. Also~ as we have 
previously recognized in Resolutions Nos. L-153 and E-1442 in 1974, 
the facts that governmental price regulations tend to ravo: East 
Coast utl1ities in oil importation, and that differing tr.;m~port 
cost components imbedded in oil contract. prices contribute to 
pricing differentials must be considered in making comparisons. 
The staff also took into consideration the changed weather situation 
not~~g that while good hydro conditions through early 1975 caused 
the fuel oil .spot market to soften, PG&E could not take full advantage 
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of that change because of long-term contractual commitments 7 out 
that PG&E was aole to negotiate more favorable fuel oil prices for 
1976 needs. Considering all the facts and circumstances the staff 
concluded that the price paid by PG&E for fuel oil was reasonable. 
~lJe adopt the staff's conclusion as our own. 

Most of the energy purchased by PC&E is under long-term 
contracts, the cost and operation of which have been reviewed in 
detail in each of the three PG&E general rate proceedings since 
1970. The availability of purchased power is generally governed by 

the amount or precipitation each year in northern California and the 
Pacific Northwest.. In the current record period, net purchased 
energy declined from 26.8 percent to 21.3 percent of the total 
energy mix as a consequence of less Northwest surplus power and 
reduced hydro energy from other sources. Further.more 7 the energy 
available was priced higher than reflected in the present BCAC 
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rate, thus resulting in an increase in the purchased power eosts.~/ 
The staff noted that purchased power C05tS reflect capacity charges 
paid to the Sacramento Municipal Utilities District (SMUD) in 

accordance with PC&E's contract with. SMUD, although no capacity was 
received as a consequence of frequent ~~cho Seeo N~. 1 nuclear 
plant shutdowns. About $7,000,000 of that capacity expense, 
incurred between April 1, 1976 and September 30, 1976, is re£1ected 
in the Energy Cost Adjustment Account Balance. PG&E has filed a 

multi-million dollar damage claim against SMUD,12I attempting 
recovery of all or part of that expense. We will expect ?G&E to . 

diligently pursue this claim and if and when the recovery matter is 
~ettled, we will expect that a consonant proper adjustment be made 
in the Energy Cost Adjustment Account Balance. L"l SUJ::U7lalj", the 
staff investigation satisfies us that the power purchased was in 

accord with PG&E's contracts, and that the energy obtained was 
economical and resulted in overall lower energy costs to the utility 
and its ratepayers. 

While experience may well dictate that the review list 
proposed by the staff (sec Appendix A) as the most efficient method 
of conducting a review of the reasonableness of the prices paid 
for fuel and energy purchases should be expa.~ded or otherwise 
changed; in this instance it. has served its p\:rpose. Accordingly, 

PG&E's own hydro generation also declined from 23.7 percent 
to 16.4 percent of the total energy mix in this unusually 
dry record period. 
Although SMUD advised ?C&E that Rancho Seco was in commercial 
operation status it developed t.hat the nuclear plant actually 
was out. of service for about 11 of 12 months. 
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we will adopt the review list as submitted, subject to possible 
amendment in future ECAC proceedL~gs as circumstances may dictate. 

For the purpose of this ECAC proceeding we rind that PG&.E 
has acted reasonably in its purchases of fuel ~~d energy. In order 
to make implementation of the ECAC coincide as closely as possible 
to the intention of the Commission in Decision No. 87531, this order 
should be ~Ade effective immediately. 
Findings 

1. In consideration of the fact that this Commission 
concurrently is investigating li:eline application beyond Miller
Warren perimeters so as to determine its f~ture policy on lifeline, 
it would be premature at this time, absent any compelling reason 
to do so, to extend any part of this ECAC adjustment ~~crease to 
lifeline rates. 

2. Therefore, the ECAC Adjustment Rate, were the full amount 
which could be justified u.~der the BCAC provisions of PC&E's ~i££ 
put into effect January 1, 1977, would be $O.00595/kwb. for lii"e1ine 
sales and $0.01666 for nonlifeline salee, a~d would produce an 
estimated additional revenue of $187,08;,000 for PG&E. 

3. In order to establish a ~ore stable BCAC Adjust~ent Rate 
level, PG&E has proposed a lesser ECAC Adjust~ent Rate to become 
effective January 1, 1977. We find PQ&E's propos~l rea~o~ble and 
prope::-. 

4. Therefore, PG&E's ECA rate of service on and after the 
effective date or this order should remain at $O.00595/kwh for 
lifeline sales and become SO.01472/kwh for applicable ~o~ifeline 
sales. 

5. The resultant revenue increase to PG&E is estimated. to be 
$144,386,000. 

6. PG&E should be authorized to include ~~y actually realized 
difference between the estimated revenue which the full SO.01666/ 
kwh ~CAC Adjustment Rate would produce, and the estimaved revenue 
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which the authorized SO.01472/kwh BCAC Adjustment Rate will produce 
in the Electric Energy Cost Adjustment Account, subject to 7 percent 
per a~~um interest, for recovery in future balancing r~tc5. 

7. PG&E' s Fue 1 Colle ction Balance, as of September 30, 1976, 
is $57,99~,117.99. 

$. The $57,994,117.99 balance in the Fuel Collection Bal~~ce, 
plus 7 percent on the unamortized balance, should be amortized 
over 32 months in approximately equal amounts each month. Commencing 
with service on or after the effective date of this order, such 
amortization should be at a rate of $0.00042/kwh of jurisdictional 
sales to which the ECAC applies, including lifeline usage. The 
dollar amount thereof should be shown on each customer's bill. 

9. The estimated amount of this rebate i..~ the year beginning 
January 1, 1977 is $21,748,000. 

10. The list of ite~ to be reviewed by the staff in verification 
of the reasonableness of prices paid by PG&E for fuel and energy 
prices in each record period (attached as Appendix A), as submitted 
by the staff, is reasonable and proper, and should be adopted for 
future use in ECAC hearings. 

11. PG&E' $ purchased fuel and energy expenses, after adjustment 
at this time to temporarily delete nuclear fuel reprocessing 
accruals, are reasonable. 

12. PG&E should pursue remedies, including legal action, 
against SMOD to recover so-called "capacity" charges paid in regard 
to Rancho Seco shutdown time, and if successful 1."'l. recovery should 
make consonant adjustments in the Energy Cost Adjustment Account 
Balance. 

13. The ch~"'l.ges in rates and charges authorized by this decision 
are justified and reasonable; the present ratez ~"'l.d charges, inso!ar 

as they differ from those set forth in this deCision, are for the 
future unjust and 'J.."'lreasonable. 
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o R D E R ............ ~ .... 
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company has a Fuel COllection 
Balance as of September 30, 1976 of $57,994,117.99 and is ordered 
to refile paragraph 12 of the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause of its 
tariff to set forth such amount .. 

2. Pacific Gas and Electric Company shall continue ~o decrease 
each rate schedule, described in paragraph 12 of the Energy Cost 
Adjustment Clause (ECAC) of its tariff, by a Fuel Collection Bal~~ce 
Adjustment of $0.00042 per kwh. 

3.. Pacific Gas and Electric Company is authorized to file 
revised rate schedules to increase its Energy Cost Adjustment Rate 
to $0.01472 per kwh for all of its Electric Department's applicable 
nonli£eline sales and to continue an Energy Cost Adjustment Rate 
of $0.00595 per kwh for lifeline sales. 

4. Pacific Gas and Electric Company is authorized to add the 
additional amount justified but not recovered under the lowe~ 
ECAC adjustment adopted to the Electric Energy Cost Adjustment 
Account at 7 percent per annum interest for recovery in future 
balancing rates. 

5. Appendix A to this order is adopted as the outline of 
the analysis to be followe~ by the staff in ECAC a~?lic3tions to 
determine the reasonableness and prudence of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Comp~~y's purchas~s of fuel and energy in the applicable record 
period.. 
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6. Pacific Gas and Electric Comp~~y is authorized to file 
with this Co~~ission on or after tho effective date of this order, 
in conformity with the provisions of General Order No. 96-A, revised 
tariff schedules as specified above. The effective date of the 
revised schedules shall be the date of filing. 

The effective date of this order is the date hereof. 
Dated at. Sa.n ~ci.sco , California, this .s- r;L, 

day of JANUARY , 1977. 

:" -" Commissioners 
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APPENDIX A 

Outline of the analysis to be followed by the Commission 
stafr in ECAC applications to dete~ine the reasonableness and 
prudenee of Pacific Gas and Electric Company purchases or fuel ~d 
energy in th~ applicable reeord period. 

1. Review fuol oil requir~ents on an average 
ye;jr concept. Appropriate annual, as well 
as monthly, supplies should be established. 

2. Review the bids for needed supply of specified 
quality. 

3- Estao1ish the market price, contract price, and 
final delivery price from each available res~~ce. 

4. Compare the bid prices, quantities, supplier's 
credit, guarantee of supply, terms of contract, 
and other items that are included in the cont.ract,,w.l 
agreement. 

S. Meni tor the market price, spot prices, and prices 
paid by other utilities in California, and the 
utility'S efforts to take advantage of favorable 
situations. 

6. If conditions are changed by government actions, 
Act or God, or for any other reason, the efforts 
taken by the utility to see that its fuel supply 
requirements are met at. the most :f:avorable prices 
should be analyzed. 

7. In the event that the abov~entioned events are 
revised Or changed, the staff should be info~ed. 
immediately in detail without Waiting for the 
explanation in the annual reasonableness report. 

S. In the event that the starf findS the utility'S 
actions unjustifiable, an appropriate rate adjustcent 
will be made. 


